
Вступительная работа по английскому языку в 9  класс 

Выполнил(а) ____________________________    Дата ___________________ 

Part I  

I. Choose the correct answer (Выберите правильный ответ): 

1. The village is in a location … (rare /remote/ stable ) that is difficult to reach. 

2. Simon … (is going /has been going/ goes) Brazil next week. 

3. Jane was cold because she … (is walking / has walked/ had been walking ). 

4. I like documentaries because they are … (predictable /funny/ educational). 

5. … (Several /a large number/ much ) were destroyed in the earthquake. 

6. Can you … (check out /throw in/ pick up ) some milk from the supermarket? 

7. Those jeans … (fit /suit/ match ) you really well. They are the right size. 

8. I’ve saved enough money … (to buy /buy/ buying  ) a new printer. 

9. This laptop is … (most fast of /as fast as/ the fastest of ) all. 

10. In the future most people … (are going to use /will use/ are using  ) the 

Internet for shopping. 

11. The shop will … (have been repaired /be repairing/ repaired ) by the 

weekend. 

12. Ellie hates … (waited/ waiting/ to be waiting ) in a queue at the supermarket. 

13. … (What/ How/ What a ) fabulous outfit! 

14. Her heart … (sank /broke/ fell ) when she realized there was no ghost. 

15. Paul enjoyed … (itself /himself/ yourself ) on the ghost tour. 

16. You won’t go to the haunted house, … (won’t /are/ will ) you? 

17. A strange creature … (capture /captured/ was captured ) by a hunter in the 

woods. 

18. 150 years ago it … (was /is being/ has been ) believed that mountain gorillas 

didn’t exist. 

19. The new museum … (is/ has been/ will be ) opened by next month. 

20. The tuition … (fees /expenses/ charges  ) at this university are very high. 

21. Tracy will go travelling …  (by the time /since/ when ) she finishes college. 

22. Ben … (suggested /explained/ told ) that I watch the film online.  

23. The travel pictures really … (got /grabbed/ captured ) Holly’s imagination. 

24. Bill … (apologized /accused/ denied ) for being late. 

25. I wish I … (have / would have/ had ) more time. 

26. If I … (be / were/ am ) rich, I would donate lots of money to charity. 

27. If only I … (had listened / was listening / listen ) to my parents’ advice. 

28. Stella … (mustn’t / couldn’t / can’t ) volunteer at the shelter this weekend. 

She has to study. 

29. Tom, … (who/ whose/ which ) was a sales clerk, is now homeless. 

30. Visitors …. (shouldn’t /don’t have to/ mustn’t ) take pictures in the 

museum. It’s forbidden. 



II. Part 2 (Устная часть). 

Read the text and say whether these statements are true (T), false (F) or not 

stated (NS). (Прочитайте текст и определите являются ли ниже 

приведенные утверждения верными, неверными или о них в тексте не 

сказано). 

 

We are living at a time when nothing is as important as information. 

Newspapers and magazines are the oldest source of it. Now we have a wide 

range of magazines and journals about computers, cars, fashion, cooking, 

fishing, and the arts. There are three main types of newspapers: broadsheet, 

tabloids and local. Editors, reporters and photographers do their paper 

successful. Radio is a convenient source of information and entertainment– 

people often listen to the radio in their cars. 

Television is the most important form of mass media. It informs, educates 

and entertains people. It influences the way people look at the world and 

can make them change their views. The Internet has revolutionized 

technology. You can get information about everything you want and send 

an email to a friend. Indeed, it’s   often called the “information highway”. 

Moreover, users can buy books online, find out about holiday offers, book 

tickets and so on. One worry is cyberterrorists. Some hackers can get into 

the computer systems of banks and governments. To sum up, we have to 

say that people can get information thanks to modern technology and mass 

media. Information is what we need to survive today and tomorrow. 

 

1. Information is very important nowadays. 

2. Newspapers and magazines are the youngest source of information. 

3. Only editors do their paper successful. 

4. Radio is a conventional source of information and entertainment. 

5. The Internet is the most important source of information. 

6. Television is called “the information highway”. 

7. People can get information thanks to modern technology and mass 

media. 

8. We need information to survive today and tomorrow. 

III. Speak about your future profession. (Расскажите о Вашей будущей 

профессии). 


